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Abstract

Conventional radiomics in nuclear medicine involve hand-crafted and

computer-assisted regions of interest. Recent developments in artificial

intelligence (AI) have seen the emergence of AI-augmented segmentation and

extraction of lower order traditional radiomic features. Deep learning (DL)

affords the opportunity to extract abstract radiomic features directly from input

tensors (images) without the need for segmentation. These fourth-order, high

dimensional radiomics produce deep radiomics and are well suited to the data

density associated with the molecular nature of hybrid imaging. Molecular

radiomics and deep molecular radiomics provide insights beyond images and

quantitation typical of semantic reporting. While the application of molecular

radiomics using hand-crafted and computer-generated features is integrated

into decision-making in nuclear medicine, the acceptance of deep molecular

radiomics is less universal. This manuscript aims to provide an understanding

of the language and principles associated with radiomics and deep radiomics in

nuclear medicine.

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has generated considerable

discussion in nuclear medicine and medical imaging in

recent years. While much of the excitement relates to

potential applications of AI in deep learning (DL)-based

problem-solving, the rich history of AI applications in

nuclear medicine is generally overlooked. AI is not a new

concept or tool in nuclear medicine. Applications of AI

(e.g. auto-contouring) emerged simultaneously with the

introduction of computer technology in nuclear medicine.

In some regards, the language is misleading. AI is a very

broad and non-specific term for tools that are neither

artificial nor intelligent but, in nuclear medicine, might

be better referred to collectively as ‘intelligent imaging’1,2

and specifically in reference to the emergence of neural

networks as ‘engineered learning’.

Similarly, radiomics is a principle that was introduced

with the first developments in nuclear medicine (pre-

imaging transit times), refined with the emergence of

imaging devices (e.g. analogue count density measured by

densitometer), enriched with computing technology (e.g.

phase analysis) and now attracting significant attention

with the advanced capabilities of DL. Conventionally,

radiomics was used for radiological images with the more

recent emergence of hybrid technology connecting the

term to nuclear medicine. Given the nature of nuclear

medicine imaging, particularly when in combination with

co-registered anatomical imaging (e.g. computed

tomography [CT] and magnetic resonance imaging

[MRI]), it may be more appropriate to use the term

‘molecular radiomics’. Indeed, the individual value of

radiomics in nuclear medicine and radiology produces

synergistic effects in hybrid imaging that yield even more

powerful radiomic analysis.

The principles of intelligent imaging and engineered

learning have been widely reported,1–4 as have the social

and ethical challenges.5–7 These additional layers to

imaging data could reduce or worsen healthcare

inequities. Consequently, careful consideration of data
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type and diversity is required to ensure these technologies

harness clinically useful, bias-free radiomic data. These

powerful disruptive technologies include potential

applications across the nuclear medicine imaging pipeline

including, without being limited to:1,2

• Triaging image sets as requiring priority reporting.

• Lesion or disease detection.

• Image segmentation and quantitation.

• Radiomic feature extraction.

• Classification of image sets as normal versus abnormal,

specific pathologies or the degree of severity.

• Monitoring progress or response to therapy across

serial image sets including auto-segmentation and

radiomic feature determination.

• Database access to search and retrieve previously

encountered cases (including non-annotated) with

image similar findings to assist learning and to aid in

interpreting rare and/or subtle cases.

• Image enhancement for noise reduction in image

reconstruction and to support radiation dose reduction

strategies.

• Direct sinogram-based image reconstruction and multi-

modal image reconstruction / co-registration.

• Generation of pseudo-CT attenuation maps for

positron emission tomography (PET) or PET/MRI

reconstruction.

• Scatter correction and motion correction.

• Modelling radiation dosimetry for radionuclide therapy

and optimisation of doses.

• Optimisation of image acquisition parameters.

• Quality assurance tool for monitoring and predicting

performance.

• Data mining and data analysis in parallel to

conventional statistical analysis.

Radiomic feature extraction is perhaps the most widely

integrated application of AI in clinical nuclear medicine.

While conventional radiomics tend to be associated with

AI-augmented segmentation, more efficient radiomic

feature extraction has emerged with convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) and there is potential for more abstract

radiomic feature extraction associated with DL

algorithms. Here, the principles and applications of

radiomics in nuclear medicine are explored across the

spectrum from traditional hand-crafted radiomics

through to deep molecular radiomics.

Radiomics

Radiomics are imaging features that have been extracted

from radiological data such as CT, MRI, nuclear medicine

images, single photon emission computed tomography

(SPECT) and PET data.8–10 Traditionally in nuclear

medicine, radiomics were extracted using hand-crafted

regions of interest (ROIs) or manually drawn ROIs as

they are also referred to. Examples include the ROI for

the left ventricle (LV) to determine the ejection fraction

(EF) that required hand-crafted regions around the

ventricle for each of the gated bins. Although considered

reliable and fundamental, manually drawn ROIs can

introduce intra- and inter-operator variability which can

lead to errors of accuracy and precision.11

Today, hand-crafted approaches tend to be reserved as

a safety net for situations where automated computer-

generated ROIs fail. Computer-generated ROIs are a form

of AI that contour the object of interest to produce

threshold-based segmentation and radiomic feature

extraction (Fig. 1). The EF for the LV (LVEF) is an

example of computer-generated ROIs where, on occasion,

may require a manual adjustment to either the

thresholding settings driving contouring or to the region

itself. Other examples of hand-crafted and computer-

generated radiomics include renograms, bone mineral

densitometry, renal cortical differential function,

gallbladder EF, brain perfusion regions and the standard

uptake value (SUV).

As outlined in Figure 1, computer-assisted radiomic

features can be generated for oncology PET studies.

Common features extracted for tumour and lymph nodes

include, without being limited to:

• SUVmax relates to the maximum voxel value for a ROI

divided by the injected dose corrected for body mass.

• SUVmean relates to the mean voxel value for a ROI

divided by the injected dose corrected for body mass.

• Metabolic tumour volume (MTV) determines the total

voxel volume for all pixels over a defined SUV

threshold.

• Total lesion glycolysis (TLG) is the product of SUVmean

and MTV.

• Tumour to liver ratio (TLR); TLRmax is the ratio of

tumour SUVmax to liver SUVmax.

• TLRmean is the ratio of tumour SUVmean to liver

SUVmean.

• Heterogeneity index (HI) is the ratio of SUVmax to

SUVmean.

The re-emergence of dual time-point imaging and

developments in total body PET has also seen DL

extraction of radiomics from parametric images such as

the rate (Ki), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),

normalised mean square error (NMSE) and structural

similarity index measure (SSIM).13

Radiomics can also be extracted by more advanced

AI segmentation algorithms (AI-augmented radiomics)

including DL approaches. In this situation, the AI or

DL streamlines the extraction of traditional radiomic
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feature extraction. For example, the SUV might be

extracted using AI augmentation across a series of PET

scans, or for all tumours in the body. Similarly, MTV

and TLG are radiomic features readily extracted using

AI augmentation. The polar maps generated by cardiac

perfusion software and associated summed defect scores

associated with defect size, severity and reversibility are

another example of AI-augmented radiomic feature

extraction (Fig. 2, top). Similarly, the radiomic features

associated with myocardial function such as LVEF, wall

motion and thickening are also AI-augmented (Fig. 2,

bottom).

All of these radiomic features can be then woven into

the semantic reporting or incorporated into a classifier to

produce predictive scores to inform semantic reporting.

In some cases, like the myocardial perfusion software, a

predictive score based on radiomic features can be used

to stratify studies based on the probability of coronary

artery disease. Classifiers could include, without being

limited to, logistic regression, decision tree, na€ıve Bayes,

nearest neighbour, support vector machine and neural

networks (machine learning or ML). Radiomics are used

to improve decision-making and should be thought of as

something more than simple quantitation (Fig. 3).

Nuclear medicine images typically represent spatial and

temporal dimensions so the purpose of radiomics is to

extract features with higher dimensional insights.

While radiomics aim for higher dimensional data

extraction and representation, radiomics can be classified

into tiers or orders8–10:

• First-order or primary radiomics capture the spatial

characteristics of signal intensity such as size, shape and

count density.

• Second-order or secondary radiomics capture the

mathematical relationships between pixels or voxels

such as intensity histograms, mean intensity (e.g. mean

SUV), maximum intensity (e.g. maximum SUV) and

total intensity (e.g. total SUV).

• Third-order or tertiary radiomics examine texture (e.g.

entropy and heterogeneity) or use kernels / filters to

create layers of textural insights (e.g. wavelet transform

and harmonisation).

• Fourth-order or quaternary radiomics are more abstract

features produced in the deeper layers of the CNN so

they are referred to as deep radiomics.

• Multi-parametric radiomics integrate first through

fourth-order feature extraction from multiple modalities

(e.g. CT and MRI), hybrid imaging (e.g. SPECT/CT,

PET/CT and PET/MRI), multiple phases from the same

modality (e.g. MRI sequences, pre/post-contrast, dual

time-point PET, dynamic PET) or multi-tracer studies

(e.g. 177Lu SPECT and 68Ga PET, or 18F FDG with 68Ga

PSMA-617) to produce richer insights.

Figure 1. Hand-crafted (blue) and computer-assisted using thresholding (yellow and pink) ROIs on transverse PET (A) and PET/CT (B), and on

sagittal PET (C) and PET/CT (D). The ROIs are used to produce a raft of radiomics including an SUVmean of 2.5. Image reproduced courtesy of

Cegla et al 2022.12
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These radiomic features can be evaluated with tools or

classifiers to generate predictive insights and drive

precision medicine. Radiomic feature extraction from

hybrid imaging is a very powerful clinical tool due to

synergistic benefits of anatomic and metabolic

characterisation of lesions of interest.

Deep Radiomics

DL and CNNs can be used to input entire images or

datasets to produce radiomic features in nuclear medicine

(Fig. 4). The shallow layers of a CNN generate radiomics

similar to hand-crafted, computer-assisted or AI-

augmented radiomic features that can be woven into the

interpretation or used as input features for classifiers.

More complex CNNs use the deep layers to generate

more abstract radiomic features and these are referred to

as deep radiomics (fourth-order).14 Deep radiomics do

not relate to radiomics extracted using deep learning

segmentation. Indeed, inputting the entire image obviates

the need for segmentation. The nature of deep radiomics

features is not intuitive to the human observer and this

confronts the challenges attributed to black box (or magic

box) lack of transparency and explainability. Deep

radiomics relate to multi-parametric image features that

are abstract, not easily conceptualised and associated with

a high degree of organic data density (convolution input

data) that produces a significant marginal increase in

cultivated data density (neural network input). Moreover,

deep radiomics with multi-modal, multi-parametric

image features produces a rich array of features that

represent more than radiological data and, therefore,

should be referred to as deep molecular radiomics.

Parakh and Jacobs15 described DL-based radiomics as

‘interrogating’ the images, which lends itself to an

analogy. If nuclear medicine imaging allows making an

‘observation’ and performing quantitation on datasets

allows ‘asking questions’ of the data, then traditional

radiomics might be seen as ‘interrogating’ the data, while

deep radiomics offers a ‘forensic investigation’. The

increasing density of multi-modal datasets demand more

advanced tools to extract radiomic features which, in

turn, create the opportunity for abstract feature

extraction not previously possible, driving precision

medicine. Consider the example of the thyroid uptake

calculation.16 The images themselves provide a clue as to

thyroid function with thyroid activity exceeding salivary

gland activity often indicative of hyperthyroidism. Hand-

crafted or computer-aided ROIs would allow questions to

be asked of the data and quantitative values to be

determined to produce a specific percentage of the

radiopharmaceutical administered that localises in the

thyroid. Hyperthyroidism would be determined for those

exceeding the established normal values. This percentage

uptake and other output metrics could be used as input

features to a neural network to further interrogate the

Figure 3. Flow chart highlighting the semantic pathway for image quantitation and reporting (right). Traditional radiomic feature analysis

(middle) and deep radiomic feature analysis (left) also have pathways outlined.

Figure 2. AI-augmented radiomic feature extraction for myocardial perfusion (top) using polar maps and summed defect scores, and myocardial

function (bottom) using polar maps (motion, EF and thickening) and parameters (LVEF and volumes).

ª 2022 The Authors. Journal of Medical Radiation Sciences published by John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd on behalf of
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data and more accurately predict biochemical

hyperthyroidism. It is possible to use a CNN and DL

approach to segment the thyroid for further interrogation

of uptake values. A potential useful application of the

CNN and DL would be to use the images as input

tensors and predict hyperthyroidism after forensic

investigation of fourth-order abstract features without the

need for ROI generation or segmentation (Fig. 5).

Radiomic Features and Decision-
Making

First- and second-order, hand-crafted or computer-

assisted traditional radiomics like the polar map

parameters and total defect score (TDS) in myocardial

perfusion SPECT, SUV in oncology PET and intensity

histograms in CT are well established. First- and second-

order radiomic features are key aspects of semantic

reporting and can be used for stratification and

monitoring progression or response (Fig. 6). Indeed, they

are firmly entrenched in reporting and decision-making.

The more novel third- and fourth-order radiomic features

are emerging, but the lack of evidence of clinical efficacy

mean they are largely not integrated into clinical

decision-making. Clinical validation of third- and fourth-

order radiomics is an important research domain that

might provide sufficient evidence for integration with

reporting guidelines. Similarly, the use of AI-driven

classifiers of first- and second-order radiomics remains an

area of research and development.

For third- and fourth-order radiomics, there is a degree

of uncertainty associated with reliability, explainability,

Figure 4. Radiomic feature extraction pipeline from imaging (green arrows) through segmentation and first-, second- and third-order feature

extraction, analysis and classification (red arrows) to reporting (purple arrows). Semantic reporting may bypass radiomic analysis and classifiers.

The potential applications of deep neural networks to produce more abstract fourth-order deep radiomic features is also represented (orange

arrows). The schematic differentiates deep learning approaches to image segmentation for first-, second- and third-order radiomic feature

generation from the direct extraction of abstract features (fourth-order) from the deep layers of a neural network.
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Figure 5. DL architecture to produce fourth-order radiomic features from thyroid images. Image reprinted with permission Currie and Iqbal

2022.17

Figure 6. Radiomic feature matrix with the depth of insight represented on the vertical axis, the degree of automation represented on the

horizontal axis and the radiomic dimensionality indicated by the red diagonal arrow. Increasing dimensionality is accompanied by increasing cost

and decreasing accessibility. Decreased accessibility to high dimensionality tools could drive social asymmetry. Universality is generally associated

with the lower dimensionality, and this corresponds to widespread clinical application of these radiomic features (green zone). The blue zone

represents emerging tools and technology with clinical application; albeit limited. The orange zone represents the cutting edge of AI technology

and, with research, may emerge as future clinical applications.
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reproducibility and clinical utility. As a result, their place

in and value to the decision-making process remains

unclear. Furthermore, these higher dimensional radiomic

features confront the well-documented challenges

associated with AI with respect to legal, ethical and social

issues.5–7 This includes concerns relating to the training

data. When a set of clinical cases are used as standards

for clinical radiomic features, the normal database is

intuitive and editable despite the potential for data bias.

For example, commercial myocardial perfusion SPECT

software may utilise a normal database of images for

generation of polar maps and subsequent radiomic

features. The normal database may include bias or lack

validity for a specific patient population, yet the

generalisability and transparency allow reliable clinical

use. Conversely, the AI-augmented or DL approach to

radiomic feature generation can lack transparency, may

have limited generalisability and bias, and is more

difficult to accommodate. Clinical use, therefore, comes

with a requirement to exercise caution. Nonetheless, the

utility of deep radiomics appropriately weighted against

semantic evaluation and established quantitative and

lower order radiomic approaches, can provide an

important perspective that may reveal insights not

elsewhere available. This power comes with a need to

explore the clinical utility of third- and fourth-order

radiomics while developing tools to assess data integrity

and diversity, and to accurately assesses quality.

Deep Molecular Radiomics

While lower order radiomic features are well established

in clinical nuclear medicine practice, the recent literature

details a number of potentially clinically impactful higher

order radiomics. Hybrid imaging using SPECT/CT, PET/

CT and PET/MRI demand higher order, multi-parametric

radiomics but also an understanding of lower order

morphological radiomic features not characteristic of

nuclear medicine images such as the intensity-based

characteristics of grey-level histograms, histogram

symmetry and deformity (kurtosis), lesion entropy, tensor

uniformity and texture (contrast, homogeneity and

angular moment). Texture relating to spatial

characteristics of pixels or voxels is typically associated

with the grey-level matrices for co-occurrence,

dependence, size zone, distance zone and run-length.

Indeed, correlation of morphological radiomics from CT

or MRI with functional radiomics from SPECT or PET is

likely to provide increased predictive capability. For

example, intensity histogram scores from MRI and 18F

FDG PET/CT have been shown, in combination, to better

describe tumour heterogeneity and, thus, predict tumour

response to therapy.18,19 Additionally, abstract radiomics

using DL approaches provide an important layer of

insight. Higher order morphologic radiomics that need

consideration in hybrid imaging include variations in the

spatial, frequency and fractal domains. Spatial filters (e.g.

Gabor, Gaussian, Laplacian and Laws’) enhance

segmentation.20–22 Fourier transformation from the

spatial domain produces frequency domain data that can

be filtered (e.g. high pass and low pass) and have wavelets

applied (e.g. linear, radial and Haar wavelet) allowing

grayscale refinement and improved segmentation.20–22 ML

is an effective tool to identify, among the many radiomic

features, which radiomic features are redundant and

which provide the most powerful predictive tool. Indeed,

it is possible that the single feature most highly correlated

with the outcome is redundant when ML approaches

identify scaled and weighted combinations of other

radiomic features more predictive.23

In nuclear cardiac imaging, DL predicted coronary

artery disease probability from SPECT input tensors

without segmentation more accurately than AI-

augmented summed defects scores on a total (per

patient) and regional (per vessel) basis.24 In nuclear

neuro-imaging, DL applied to 18F FDG PET accurately

(90%) identified Alzheimer’s disease and identified

abnormal patterns in 60% of studies classified as normal

by expert human observers.25 DL was used in

acetazolamide-challenge brain SPECT by producing

radiomic scores.26 SPECT/CT with DL has been used to

automate segmentation for glomeruli filtration rate

calculation accurately and faster27 and DL-based renal

segmentation has been used with 177Lu-PSMA SPECT for

radiation dosimetry.28

18F FDG PET/CT is the most common molecular

imaging procedure undertaken in cancer, and DL has

been used for a variety of radiomic features. Perhaps, one

of the most important applications of DL in radiomics is

to drive multi-modality, multi-focal and serial

segmentation. For example, Camacho et al.29

demonstrated application of DL multi-focal segmentation

in reliably determining MTV and TLG in lymphoma and

found that it reduced time to 18% of manual approaches.

In similar research, 18F FDG PET MTV and TLG in

paediatric lymphoma patients were highly correlated for

computer-assisted versus DL segmentation but showed

faster processing time for DL with DL taking just 1.5% of

the processing time of computer-assisted approaches

(mean of 19 sec versus 21.6 min).30 DL has also been

reported to effectively localise lesions and then classify as

suspicious or otherwise in lung cancer and lymphoma.31

DL has also been used for auto-segmentation of

metastatic deposits on bone SPECT studies to improve

staging and determination of tumour burden.32 Indeed,

there is a wide array of applications of DL in

8 ª 2022 The Authors. Journal of Medical Radiation Sciences published by John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd on behalf of
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segmentation for lower order radiomic feature extraction

reported in the literature (e.g. DL segmentation and

radiomic feature extraction in amyloid PET data, head

and neck cancer, predicting Alzheimer’s disease on 18F-

FDG PET, Parkinson’s diagnosis on DaTSCAN SPECT,

prediction of response to therapy in oesophageal cancer,

to list just a few). What is interesting, however, is that

while lower order radiomics are highly regarded in

decision-making and reporting, research has shown that

DL tends to ignore lower order radiomic features.33 The

redundance of lower order radiomics, particularly

morphological radiomics, reflects the value of

physiological radiomics (e.g. SUV) associated with PET

(and SPECT).

Fourth-order radiomics have been used to predict

survival in patients34 and to distinguish pathologies.35

Hyun et al.35 developed radiomics to distinguish lung

cancer sub-types while Tau et al.36 used higher order

radiomics to predict nodal and distant spread of non-

small cell lung cancer. Perhaps, the most important

application of deep radiomics relates to theranostics. The

ability to predict response to therapy and radiation

dosimetry allows improved patient outcomes with

increasing target dose but decreasing collateral exposure.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the DL approach to detection, segmentation, classification and lower order radiomic feature generation

(top). Schematic representation of the DL approach to classification from fourth-order radiomic feature generation (bottom). Image modified and

reprinted with permission Currie 2022.15
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A number of groups have reported using deep radiomics

for predicting theranostic success.19,37 Afshar et al.38

adopted a DL-based fourth-order radiomic approach to

predict the time course to events in lung cancer patients

and DL with 18F FDG PET/CT predicts treatment

outcomes in patients with oral squamous cell

carcinoma.39

Discussion

There remain a number of important challenges or

barriers to more widespread adoption of deep molecular

radiomics. Firstly, ensuring reliability, validity and ethical

application of DL algorithms requires very large, rich and

diverse data that are free from bias and require a high

degree of data curation. In turn, this raises issues

associated with data ownership, privacy and security,

costs of and accessibility to data, and legal, social and

ethical issues associated with data sharing. Secondly,

explainability continues to plague DL approaches in

health. This not only encompasses the black box-related

lack of transparency but also includes issues related to

training using a ground truth rather than an established

gold standard. This can create errors and lack of

generalisability of algorithms. Thirdly, there is a lack of

robust controlled trials to evaluate the actual efficacy of

DL algorithms generally and deep radiomics specifically.

How deep radiomics are integrated into reporting is

neither standardised nor supported. Indeed, deep

radiomics may only be considered when they agree with

semantic interpretations and lower order radiomics. This,

in a large part, reflects the lack of clarity associated with

liability when DL is used to influence decision-making.

A potential advantage of both AI-augmented first to

third-order radiomics and DL fourth-order radiomics is

reproducibility. While DL may include error, the error is

likely to be more consistent, which is especially important

across serial data sets. Conversely, both hand-crafted and

computer-assisted radiomics can suffer variations

associated with different users and, indeed, the same user

across time points. Hand-crafted regions are influenced

by subjectivity that can vary from operator to operator or

for the same operator at different times while AI

augmentation does not suffer subjectivity. The potential

economies associated with time-consuming menial tasks

(hand-crafted ROIs) have also been widely documented

as an opportunity associated with DL.1,4

The bulk of DL applications in molecular imaging

relate to either overcoming instrumentation issues (e.g.

pseudo-CT attenuation correction in PET/MRI, scatter

correction, dose reduction and noise reduction

algorithms, motion correction, reconstruction and co-

registration and radiation dosimetry), workflow (e.g.

auto-segmentation and radiomic feature extraction) or

decision-making (e.g. detection, localisation and

classification). These approaches employ DL but do not

produce fourth-order deep radiomic features (Fig. 7,

top). Conversely, the abstract nature of fourth-order

radiomics (Fig. 7, bottom) produces a predication

(classification) that requires a degree of trust in the

algorithm since the process is may not be transparent.

The role and applications of fourth-order radiomics will

depend on developments in explainability of DL

algorithms and clarification associated with legal and

ethical implications of their application in decision-

making. The abstract nature of fourth-order radiomics

and lack of explainability are barriers to developing

robust tools for quality assessment.

Conclusion

While the principles of radiomics are not new in nuclear

medicine, the language associated with radiomics has only

recently emerged in nuclear medicine. This has been

driven, to a large extent, by combined developments in

hybrid imaging and DL. At the same time, developments

in imaging and theranostics produce more complex

problems that require new approaches to convolve

solutions. While lower order radiomics remain essential

for decision-making in nuclear medicine, DL affords an

opportunity for more streamlined workflow to produce

accurate and reproducible radiomics from complex

datasets. The more abstract fourth-order deep radiomic

features are unlikely to displace lower order radiomic

features in decision-making but may emerge, where

supported, to provide richer insights reflecting data depth

and density in molecular imaging.
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